Marabou® Vanities

Marabou vanities brim with craftsman charm for a timeless look that is a true classic of American design.
The Tailored™ vanity collection adds a new dimension to the KOHLER® product offering, making it easier than ever to furnish a bathroom completely in KOHLER quality—from bath to toilet to sink to faucet to vanity to mirror to lighting. Personalize your vanity and complete the look you want in four simple steps.

How It Works

1. Choose your exterior
2. Choose your interior
3. Choose your vanity top
4. Choose coordinating components
Marabou® | How to Shop

1 Choose your exterior

Choose your size and configuration

24" | 30" | 36" | 42" | 48" | 60" | 60" double | 72" double

2 doors | 2 doors | 2 doors | 2 doors | 2 doors ** | 2 doors ** | 2 doors ** | 4 doors **

4 drawers* | 4 drawers** | 4 drawers**apon 2 drawers**

Create a custom configuration

1 door 2 drawers (l/r) | 2 drawers (l/r)

24" vanities with lap drawer | 24" vanities with lap bridge

Base

Choose your finish

Linen White (1WA) | Mohair Grey (1WT) | Claret Suede (1WB) | Cherry Tweed (1WG) | Khaki White Oak (1WF) | Terry Walnut (1WE) | Ramie Walnut (1WD)

Felt Grey (1WC) | Batiste Black (1WU)

2 Choose your interior

General storage package
Storage tray and oral care tray

Makeup storage package
Makeup brush tray and makeup tray with mirror

Drawer divider package
Drawer dividers and storage tray

Rollout appliance storage
In-drawer electrical outlets

Side-mount electrical outlets

* Please check with Customer Service for availability.

** Available with or without split top drawer
3 Choose the size, shape and color of your top

Ceramic/Impressions® vitreous china

25" 31" 37" 49" 61" Double

Choose your basin shape

Oval Rectangular

Solid/Expressions® solid surface

25" 31" 37" 49" 61" 61" double 73" double

Choose your basin shape

Oval cutout for Verticyl® Rectangular cutout for Verticyl No cutout Single side splash Backsplash

Sinks sold separately. Oval cutout fits all KOHLER® 17" x 14" oval under-mount bathroom sinks. Tops with cutouts have sculpted edges. Tops with no cutout have straight edges.

Iron/Impressions® enameled cast iron

25" 31" 37" 49" 43"

Choose your basin shape

Round (25") Rectangular (31") Oval (37", 43", and 49")

4 Choose your coordinating components

Vanities

Lap drawer Two-drawer bridge Rectangular pull Filler strip

Mirrors and medicine cabinets

20" wood-framed mirror Wood surround for 15", 24" and 40" Verdera, recessed medicine cabinets Wood side kit for all Verdera surface-mount medicine cabinets

Ceramic/Impressions vitreous china

White (0)* White Impressions (G81) Dune Impressions (G82) Biscuit Impressions (G83)

Sandbar Impressions (G85) Cashmere Impressions (G86) Thunder Grey Impressions (G88) Black Black (7)*

*Check with your customer service agent for availability of Ceramic/Impressions vanity-top sinks in White and Black Black.

Solid/Expressions solid surface

White Expressions (S33) Biscuit Expressions (S35) Almond Expressions (S34) Ice Grey Expressions (S36)

Iron/Impressions enameled cast iron

White (0) Dune (NY) Biscuit (96) Almond (47)

Ice Grey (95) Sandbar (G9) Suede (20) Sea Salt (FF)

Cane Sugar (FD) Basalt (FT) Black 'n Tan (KA) Black Black (7)

*Check with your customer service agent for availability of Ceramic/Impressions vanity-top sinks in White and Black Black.